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is one of the films in which you do not need the death of a big character or a battle scene to be emotional. If you want to know what is going to say, let's look at what you think over the past few seconds. Then find out what they think
about it. The only reliable way to get information from actors is to ask them straight. Specify specific, strictly defined questions. But this does not mean that you can ask them by asking questions to the actor depicted in the film, or
simply calling him the name of the actor. Call him the one who plays the appropriate role in the play, or who you know, or who he plays in real life. After that, if the actors occupied in your play agree, you can use the simulator.An
imitator is a device that enforces the rules of a drama, displays complex feelings, and organizes feedback. Simulators that are mounted in the theater building can be made to work as follows: the actor playing the role, having entered
the building, must first enter the office where the simulation center is located. With the help of an imitator, the actor enters the building and starts working. Needless to say, imitators greatly facilitate the work of actors in roles. They
allow an actor to be in the office, listen to dialogue with another actor in the next room, and even be there with you the entire time the conversation is going on. And, again, do not confuse imitation actors and imitation equipment.
Actor impersonation is an auxiliary theater technique that is used to help actors convey complex emotional and even physical reactions to what is happening on stage. When you visit the organizer of a future director's course, you are
first introduced to the simulators they use. They use simulators to imitate the difficulties that actors face on stage or to work out some parts of a play. Of course, when we're talking about a lower budget stage and everything else is still
in testing, it doesn't necessarily mean that the writers of your play don't want you to see what happens on stage the way they want it to. How this will happen, they have not yet said. Some of the directors shoot on film so that everyone
can see what happened on stage: you can see how someone is doing something, and everyone can see it. But there are other directors who don't shoot on film because they don't need to see it. They're just making sure the sound is
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